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Introduction
Tendons provide the attachment from muscle to bone, facilitating movement of the limbs during 2 locomotion. Specific tendons also act as energy stores, stretching and recoiling by up to 16 % 3 with each stride to decrease the energetic cost of locomotion [1, 2] . To store and release 4 sufficient energy in a useable form, these tendons need to be more elastic than tendons with a 5 purely positional function [3, 4] . Such differences in mechanical properties between tendon types 6 must be conferred by differences in structural organisation and composition. All tendons can be 7 considered as hierarchical fibre-composite materials, in which type I collagen molecules are 8 grouped together in a highly ordered fashion, forming subunits of increasing diameter [5], the 9 largest of which is the fascicle. At the larger hierarchical levels, the collagenous units are 10 interspersed with a predominantly non-collagenous matrix [6] . While the basic structure of all 11 tendons is similar, numerous studies have documented structural and compositional differences 12 between energy-storing and positional tendons [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . 13 We have previously observed rotation in response to applied strain within fascicles from energy-14 storing tendons, which suggests the presence of helical substructures [9] . We have previously 15 proposed that this helical formation may provide a more elastic mechanism for extension and 16 recoil than the viscous fibre sliding that governs extension in positional tendons [9] . Despite this 17 specialisation, energy-storing tendons such as the human Achilles and equine superficial digital 18 flexor tendon (SDFT) are highly prone to injury [13] [14] [15] [16] . Injury is thought to occur due to 19 accumulation of microdamage over the course of many loading cycles, rather than as a sudden 20 rupture [17] . In support of this, our recent work has demonstrated that cyclic fatigue loading 21 results in alterations to the fascicle microstructure and response to applied strain [18] . We have 22 shown that fatigued fascicles rotate less on extension suggesting loss of the helix structure.
23
However, if the helix structure is utilised by energy storing fascicles to provide better recoil than 1 fibre sliding, fatigued fascicles may have reduced ability to recover following extension. In our 2 previous work we assessed the effect of fatigue on fascicle extension mechanisms. In this study 3 we now investigate how repetitive loading affects recoil mechanisms within tendon fascicles. 4 Furthermore, our previous studies compared the microstructural strain response of fatigue loaded 5 fascicles with fascicles that had experienced no prior loading (controls) [9, 19] . However, when 6 assessing the loading response of soft tissues such as tendon, it is common practice to apply a that during the first few cycles of loading there is a considerable degree of collagen fibre 13 realignment and recruitment [24, 25] . However, to the authors' knowledge, no previous studies 14 have determined how both preconditioning and fatigue loading affect the microstructural strain 15 response and recoil capacity of soft tissues.
16
The aim of this study was therefore to assess the effects of preconditioning and fatigue loading show remarkable similarities in terms of healthy function and injury risk [26, 27] .
22
In this study, we tested the hypotheses that: 1. Preconditioning will alter the microstructural 1 extension and recoil mechanisms in fascicles, but fascicles will retain their ability to recover 2 after the removal of load. 2. Cyclic fatigue loading will result in fascicle damage, causing further 3 alterations in microstructural extension and recoil mechanisms and reduced ability to recover. 
Materials and Methods

5
Sample Collection and Preparation
6
Forelimbs distal to the carpus were collected from half-to full-bred, skeletally mature,
7
Thoroughbred horses (aged 3 to 6 years, n = 10), euthanased at a commercial equine abattoir. We 8 have previously shown an intact helical fascicle structure in tendons from this young age group 9
[9]. Only tendons which had no macroscopic evidence of previous tendon injury at post-mortem tendon by cutting with a scalpel longitudinally through the tendon (Fig. S1) 
4
All experiments were performed at room temperature. Fascicles were observed carefully during 5 each experiment to ensure that only one fascicle was being tested. shown to be in excess of 16,000 cycles in this tendon type [18] , and so would be within the 7 secondary portion of the creep curve. 
Calculation of Hysteresis
9
To determine the extent of damage with FL, the percent increase in hysteresis from cycle 30 (end 10 of PC) to cycle 1800 (end of FL) was calculated from the mechanical testing data (GraphPad 
Image analysis
11
Images from the confocal experiments were processed using the analysis software Image J
12
(1.34s, National Institute of Health, USA) as described previously to generate coordinates of the were used to calculate a series of grid measures, representing local longitudinal strain, transverse 15 strain, fibre sliding and grid rotation, as described previously [9, 18] .
16
To assess the ability of fascicles to recoil after the application of strain, the percent recovery of 17 fibre extension, transverse strains, fibre sliding and grid rotation was calculated following return 18 from a 4 % and 8 % applied strain, relative to the initial 0 % position. 
Statistical Analysis
20
The distribution of the data was tested using a D'Agostino-Pearson test for normality (GraphPad differences in the appearance of the control and PC groups (Fig. 1a-f ).
8
When considering the micromechanical response, there were no significant differences in any of 9 the measured extension mechanisms as a result of PC, with fibre extension, sliding and rotation
10
reaching similar values to controls (Fig. 2) . However, PC caused a large and significant 
15
Recovery of fibre extension, transverse strains and rotation did not differ between control and PC 16 samples (Fig. 3) . However, percent recovery of fibre sliding was significantly reduced as a result 17 of PC after both 4 % and 8 % applied strain (Fig. 3d) . 
Effect of Fatigue Loading
19
FL resulted in a more substantial increase in sample length with an average length, post-loading,
20
of 11.00±0.62 mm, which corresponds to an increase of 5.48 % compared to starting conditions.
21
Samples in the FL group exhibited low levels of fatigue damage, characterised by the appearance 1 of a small number of kinked fibres and widening of the inter-fibre space (Fig. 1g-i ).
2
Differences in fascicle micromechanics post FL were more pronounced. As seen in PC samples, 3 levels of fibre extension were somewhat decreased compared to controls, but this was not 4 significant (Fig. 2a) . The reduction in the large compressive transverse strain was similar to that 5 seen in PC samples, reaching significance at 8 % applied strain (p<0.01; Fig. 2b) . Surprisingly,
6
Poisson's ratios were slightly negative in FL samples, with values of -0.08 ± 0.38 and -0.1 ± 0.41 7 at 4 % and 8 % applied strain respectively. Fibre sliding was slightly increased in the FL group 8 compared to PC and control samples, but this did not reach significance (Fig. 2c) . However, in reduced levels compared to PC and control groups at 8 % applied strain (p<0.05, Fig. 2d ).
11
Percent hysteresis increased after 1800 cycles of fatigue loading compared to 30 preconditioning 12 cycles, increasing from an average of 10.9±1.7% to 16.8±1.4% (p<0.01, Fig. 3a ). This reduction 13 in elasticity at the fascicle level was mirrored by reduced recovery of all microstructural 14 extension mechanisms. The percent recovery of fibre extension showed a significant reduction in
15
FL samples compared to both control and PC samples (p<0.05, Fig 3b) and recovery of fibre 16 sliding was significantly less compared to controls, at both 4 % and 8 % applied strain (p<0.01;
17 Fig. 3d ). FL also resulted in a decreased recovery of rotation, which was significantly different to 18 the control group after 4 % strain, and significantly lower than both the control and PC groups 19 after 8 % applied strain (p<0.05, Fig. 3e ). By contrast, there was no difference in the percent 20 recovery of transverse strains between groups (Fig. 3c) . 
Discussion
22
In support of the hypotheses, the data show that both preconditioning and fatigue loading result preconditioning, and leave no remaining capacity for further fibre extension.
19
The large compressive strains measured perpendicular to the loading axis in control samples are While preconditioning did not result in alterations in the levels of fibre sliding, there was a 7 significant reduction in recovery of fibre sliding in preconditioned samples compared to controls.
8
This could be as a result of permanent deformation, which would be surprising after a small 9 number of loading cycles. However, it is likely that fibre sliding exhibits time-dependent 10 behaviour as this mechanism is modulated by the non-collagenous inter-fibre matrix, the 
10
Levels of fibre extension were similar between preconditioned and fatigue loaded samples.
11
However, fatigue loading resulted in reduced recovery of fibre extension. This may be indicative 12 of permanent deformation within these samples, suggesting that the fibres have been stretched 13 beyond their elastic limit. This could be due to increased levels of fibril sliding, or alternatively 14 caused by unwinding of the helix substructures such that they are no longer able to recoil 15 efficiently.
16
Small transverse strains were measured in both preconditioned and fatigue loaded samples.
17 Surprisingly, positive transverse strains were measured in some fatigue loaded samples, leading
18
to average Poisson's ratios that were slightly negative. This may be because the fibres in some 19 samples were observed to pull apart during loading (see Fig. 1i 
